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Does unity mean getting together?
Or does it mean being one?
Does it need to be created?

Or does it need to be discovered?
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Part 1 - Emergency Mission

  There was a time when wars were started with swords held high, when
horses shook the Earth and battle cries mingled with their thunder. And there
were other times when wars were signaled with smoke pouring forth from
cannons and explosions ripping the Earth, when there were no battle cries. And
then, there is this modern time, the thermonuclear era. Will the start of war
in this age be signaled by a convulsion that will encircle the Earth and silence
all human sounds?

  Some people say that this war has already started. They say that it
started during the golden days when the US was riding high on its atomic
triumphs, and those later days when it was reaching for the moon and for
political greatness, when hundreds upon hundreds of intercontinental missiles
were installed against the Soviets, the time when the great Polaris submarines
went into service, ready to erase Soviet cities with the push of a button. These
were days of great fright for the Soviet Union. Some of these days were days
of deep humiliation, the days when the US military had readied a campaign
that might have destroyed the entire Soviet Block of nations with an estimated
two hundred million casualties of human beings, which was brought to naught
by Russia developing the H-bomb. The Cuban Missile Crisis might have also
started such a war in earnest, when the US sent the Russians packing and the
Soviet leaders vowed that this would never happen again. This was perhaps the
time when mankind started 'loosing' the Cold War.

  Of course there are still people around in today's world who are as
naive as I had been then, who insist that the thermonuclear 'war' has not in
fact been started, who feel secure in their illusions that all is under control,
who believe that nuclear war is something that nobody should ever seriously
worry about, something remote and unattached to the Cold War battle. But it
isn't unattached. I had learned that nothing in this world exists in isolation. The
Cold War and the nuclear war were one, with one single aim, to reduce the
world population to very low levels, and we were rapidly loosing that war. The
Russians were laughing at us with all the rage of a hyped up wrestler who is
accustomed to winning. Russia had never been defeated, but they might defeat
us. In fact the President became terrified that the Russians might light the
nuclear fire when our fortunes are low as they had been at the time when the
financial markets were in the process of crashing. He suddenly saw the tables
turned with Russia riding high and the West reeling in trouble.

  The awakening that the Cold War was actually real came to me as a
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shock right in the middle of the most exciting period of my life. It stirred not
a gentle awakening. I had seen the Russian tanks in great numbers in East
Germany. They were there to be deployed in the aftermath under the Ogarkov
Plan for waging and winning a nuclear strike against Western Europe. I had
ignored the tanks that I saw as though they didn't exist in the real world. Tanks
in the countryside have little meaning against everyone's heralded devotion to
peace.

  Even when Steve and Ushi had confirmed what I knew about the
Ogarkov Plan, I had remained unmoved. It seemed like a bad dream then that
any group or country could be depraved enough to desire world domination at
the risk of global destruction. It appeared that the Soviets did fit into this
category. Of course they were not playing their own game. I knew that. They
were playing someone else's game. They were playing the game that they were
coerced into playing. Against this background the Ogarkov Plan had sounded
more like a clever mystery novel, rather than a serious component of inter-
national policy. Maybe it was its scope, its science-fiction nature, which had
cast the whole thing into a light that didn't touch me as anything real. But this
perception changed that morning.

  On the morning when I was on the plane coming home from Washing-
ton something had clicked in my mind that caused my carefully preserved
world of placid illusions to fall apart. We were indeed loosing the Cold War.

  When a stewardess passed out the usual newspapers after takeoff, I
asked for the Washington Post. In the financial section, a two-column headline
said something about a systemic banking collapse. I didn't even know for sure
what this meant.

  In June, the largest bank of America had reported a slight operating
loss, a month later heavy losses with a warning that the whole financial industry
was so deeply in trouble that the entire pyramid could be tumbling down once
reality would move people instead of their illusions. The writer of the article
found it alarming that the world's largest banks were in dire straits, but he
found it even more alarming that their stock still kept on rising sharply in value,
and that this pattern was visible everywhere. The Dow had been on a continu-
ous upswing for years in total disregard of the economic facts. Steel production
had slumped by a whopping 70% during this timeframe, so the article warned.
The machine tool and farm equipment industry fared not much better. While
everyone was taking about a recovery, the article noted that production plants,
mills and blast furnaces were being torn down all across the USA. The gap in
lost production was filled with imports. Household names of America's farm
equipment sector, like International Harvester, John Deere, Allis-Chalmers,
which once stood synonymous with American prosperity, were fast on the way
to becoming relics of history.

  I put the paper down and shook my head. The Russians must be
laughing at us, I kept thinking. I remembered the uproar some time ago when
US Steel dynamited its flagship operation, the National Tube Plant in
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McKeesport, Pennsylvania. They said that this became necessary after years of
depressed prices, when steel production became unprofitable in the post-
industrial-society era, the era of the brave new irrational world. The Russians
could just as well have bombed the place. The result would have been the
same. This time the global oligarchy that hates prosperity as a threat to its
existence had chosen a more novel approach than war. It had somehow
managed to get the American people to blow up the plant themselves. They
were calling the USA checkmate without having taken one single pawn in the
game. They were the great chess masters for sure. This insanity had defined
the battle for us in a war that we were close to loosing.

  No sooner had I laid the paper down, which had told the ugly story,
that I picked it up again. A sub-headline glared at me; "Two out of Three
trillion in loan assets are worthless!"

  The writer insisted that this was only the tip of the iceberg of the
economic chaos, considering the tight interdependence of the entire economic
strata. With basic industries collapsing and unemployment forcing defaults on
mortgages amidst slumping prices, mortgage loans became worthless, and the
trend was having a ripple effect that was just beginning to gather momentum.

  I laid the paper down again. The banking crisis was undoubtedly real.
It all made sense. I recalled the chaos when Bell and Beverly went under, with
paper assets of over five billion. Deregulation and bad management had been
blamed for the failure. This, suddenly, looked like a shameful excuse. There
was a pattern behind this spreading wave of disaster that the article brought
into focus.

  The Ogarkov Plan came to mind again, and its possible connection with
the world-financial disintegration. It seemed logical to me that before an
adversary could even dare to think of waging a war against a military giant like
the USA, it would first have to bring the giant to its knees. This, of course, the
article didn't say. The fact, however, was clear. According to the article, the
once proudest of all giants, the mighty USA, lay dying, financially and economi-
cally wounded from within.

  That morning I remembered fondly the days when the USA had boldly
dictated its terms to the Soviets under threat of its vast economic, military,
and nuclear weapons superiority. This threat had decayed to a whimper and
was about to decay even more. All that America had left, that it could count
on in a situation of war, was its vast nuclear weapons arsenal, and even that
it could no longer claim as being superiority, if indeed the concept of
superiority applies in a game centered on the thousand-fold redundancy in
society's capability to destroy everything that it depends on. The paper didn't
mention that either. The article was narrow in scope and written as though
disaster was descending out of the blue, but had no consequences.

  I don't know if my hands were trembling, or whatever it was that
caused the gentleman next to me to comment that it couldn't be that bad.

  "Do you think it might be possible that the USA is losing the Cold
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War?" I asked him.

  He just laughed and said that this was the biggest joke he'd heard in
years.

  Of course, he could laugh. He hadn't seen any of the 46,000 tanks of
the Soviets. They weren't all built merely for defense. I tried to imagine the
huge size of such a force, ninety times the immense column of 500 tanks that
I had seen in East Germany. I couldn't imagine it. I asked him, "Why would
a nation need a Wartime Commander-In-Chief, as the Soviet's have, unless it
was in a state of war already?"

  It was totally clear to me, suddenly, that if any power intended a war
in the nuclear age where the real battles will be fought in minutes, all the
preliminary battles must be fought below the surface. They must be fought to
shift the balance of power to such an extent that a limited nuclear war
becomes possible, decisive, and survivable, whatever that might mean. To-
wards this aim an adversary would want to employ all possible means for
quietly destroying his opponent from within, utilizing whatever self-destructive
systems exist within his opponent's society to facilitate its self-destruction.

  I suddenly remembered the arrogant speeches that were made in the
60s and 70s glorifying the controlled depopulation of the planet, the speeches
that were 'sung' in many 'royal' houses and in the halls of noble institutions.
One of these had a motto as I recalled, and the motto was, "The world has
cancer, and that cancer is man." It had seen the motto on banners. The banners
had been real.

  Everything became so plain, suddenly, and so simple. Why hadn't I
made the connection before? I had seen the tanks, the guns, and the grim
determination. I had felt the tension. We had been at war for years. I had
been on enemy territory when I visited East Germany. This enemy had been
created in order to help facilitate the unfolding of a vastly more-destructive
conflict, a nuclear conflict that the Soviets were groomed to ignite and had
hoped to win. They were groomed by the Western imperial oligarchy that
hated the advance of civilization as if it was a plaque. The imperials were
determined to 'cure' that 'plaque' as they referred to civilization. Of course
they were right in their assessment, because an advancing humanist civilization
is a mortal threat to the existence of empires - a threat that no empire can
survive. Thus, they were fighting to survive, fighting against civilization no
matter the cost to mankind.

  With this in mind the Ogarkov Plan emerged with a new and still more
ugly face, a face that smiled at unemployment lines, starvation and diseases.
So it made perfect sense to see a newly appointed chairman of the US
Federal Reserve initiating a collapse of the world economy with loan shark
interest rates, which hurt not only the US-economy, but also the economies of
its allies.

  I was shocked. Actually I wasn't shocked by the fact that the Russians
had gone so far as they had gone under the Ogarkov Plan. I was shocked by
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my blindness. The war had been going on right in front of my eyes while I
practically forced myself to deny what I had seen with my own eyes. Damn!!!
It should have been plain. The imperial connection with ties into Russia was
visible everywhere. I saw it in congressional fights against the SDI and against
the MX missile. I saw it in cuts in scientific research budgets, cuts in health
care programs, cuts in social programs, and cuts in education. Also I was sure
that if I looked close enough I would probably see many trails leading also to
Moscow from every single major policy formulating institution in the Western
World, forcing Russia into lock step. Thus standing behind Moscow, carefully
veiled, I saw the Western financial oligarchy, the world-empire, manipulating
its puppets.

  That's what I saw. In fact, Moscow's link with the drug trafficking
organizations were no longer a dark secret at this time, only the reason behind
these links was no longer talked about openly. When countless youngsters were
destroying themselves on the streets at the imperial oligarchy's pleasure, it
was said to be an American social problem. Oh if it only was that! Then the
problem could have been easily solved.

  The reason that the existence of these links had gone by me unnoticed
was likely that they had never before threatened my dinner table. If the
banking collapse was but another component of the widening war against
humanity, then the article was certainly right that the economic collapse of the
USA would start a new and rapidly accelerating trend of collapse of the entire
world economy, especially that of the Western World.

  I read the article four times before the plane landed that morning. I
found it hard to believe that I had been so blind to the facts as they were
unfolding before my own eyes.

  I took a cab from the airport, as usual, but I stopped first at my bank
to withdraw all I had on deposit and to collect my Trytech stock from the
safe-deposit box, which I sold at the nearest over-the-counter agent. I cashed
the check immediately, all two thousand dollars.

  It was almost eerie how normally and efficiently the banking system
still operated. Everyone was polite. The requests were promptly filled with a
smile and without any questions asked.

  "Have a happy holiday," said the teller as I re-counted the money.

  God, I wished I could have told the teller what I feared! But neither
she nor anyone else would have taken me seriously. The girl behind the
counter probably had never seen a tank, much less five hundred of them in
one endless line shaking the Earth with the thunder of their iron treads. Could
anyone really understand what had dawned on me? Could they comprehend
what was going on, they, whose noses hadn't been forced right down beneath
the glossy facade of those things that are so lovely American and normal?

  I stowed the money in my briefcase and left like a thief with an
uncomfortable feeling that I had done something terribly immoral. When the
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bank's heavy glass doors closed behind me, I stepped sadly away from this
palace of gilded facades and ribs of stainless steel, with a feeling that this day
marked the end of a wonderful era. The world seemed to have changed
suddenly. Nothing had the same meaning anymore. The gold had become
tarnished. The lies were shining through. We were on the brink of the greatest
depression ever to be experienced, possibly leading to nuclear war! Damn! No
one on the street seemed to be aware of it.

  One thing I had to do right away. I had to turn the cash into food as
fast as possible. Except how does one explain a thing like that to someone
like Sylvia who finds it difficult to face far less incredible treacheries? And
after that, what is one to do with all that food?

  Sylvia was not impressed. She feared for my sanity. How could she
possibly comprehend the reasons for my fears? Nor should she have had to
deal with these things. She had too many fears of her own to deal with, just
then. An earlier medical checkup had revealed a cancer, which had been
removed. Now she found out that the doctors had not been able to get all of
it. This meant that more of the affected organ had to be removed. On top of
all that it turned out that her surgery had been scheduled for the same day that
I had to leave on another mission. The Mission had become urgent overnight
against the background of the deteriorating financial situation.

  "What 'giant' of a woman did Fred think she is?" I said to myself when
Fred told me that I had to go. Fred was my closest ally in the service, my boss
and my friend. "How could he possibly expect that Sylvia would be able to
handle the ordeal of major surgery alone?" I had been booked on the first
commercial flight leaving the next morning at the very time that Sylvia was
scheduled to be operated on. I would not be able to be near her in her hour
of fears. To do such a thing, to run away on a diplomatic mission while she
would be under the knive seemed unforgivable. Nothing excused it even though
I had a great load of my own fears to deal with. With that I had burdened her
even more. I was so deeply ashamed of myself for this entire situation, which
I stood so helpless against, that I couldn't even cry. All that I could do was
smile in the midst of the unfolding tragedy.
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Part 2 - Unity

  Oh, it is true what people say that it never rains but pours when one
is not prepared for it. Fred had arrived on our doorstep that noon, holding in
his hand those urgent orders for me to go to Germany to contact Steve, to
urge him to query his contacts in Russia about the Russians' reaction to the
unfolding financial crisis in the West. The urgency of Fred's order had made my
fears even more real to Sylvia and so added to the tragedy of her own
situation. She had to deal with the possibility that the financial system might
break down while I was out of the country and she was alone, struggling in the
hospital undergoing major surgery.

  "It is vital for us to know whether the Soviet Government is inclined
to hit us when the chips are down," said Fred in an effort to drive the point
home. He handed me the envelope. It contained two civilian airline tickets for
a Lufthansa flight leaving 7:00 A.M. the next morning. I showed them to Sylvia
without comment.

  Sylvia started to cry, quietly, bitterly. "This can't be happening," she
uttered between a stream of tears. "I'm undergoing the biggest medical
procedure in my entire life tomorrow. I need you to be with me at my side.
You can't go away, not tomorrow."

  I handed the envelope back to Fred. "You heard the verdict," I said.
I explained to him the seriousness of the situation and the reason why it was
serious. "Send somebody else, please!"

  Fred sat down beside Sylvia and shook his head. "I wish I could," he
said, "but there is nobody else in the whole wide world that can do this
mission. Pete knows the people. They trust him. I wish I had a dozen people
like Pete who could take on these kinds of missions. But I only have one. We
have to struggle through this together. I can't stop the world. I wish I could."

  "I have urgent needs, too," Sylvia replied, "can't you understand this?
This is a big medical procedure that will put me under the knife for four hours.
I'm scared of what might happen, and now you want to take Pete away from
me too, and for what? Can't this be done by phone?"

  Fred shook his head. He began to cry, too. He understood both sides,
and I understood his, but all this apparent understanding didn't prevent all
three of us from crying. We all knew this couldn't be handled by phone.

  "The President's advisors have already urged the President to launch a
preemptive nuclear strike," said Fred when the tears had subsided. "His
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advisors are determined to force the President to prevent the Soviets from
taking advantage of the financial disintegration in the West. It took all the
diplomacy we could muster to persuade the President to hold back until the
results are in from this mission. In this war of nerves a single day is critical."

  Fred turned to Sylvia, "We've got no options, Pete has to go. If Pete
won't go, I don't know what will happen. He has to be on the first commercial
flight tomorrow morning. He can't go by special transport, that would tip them
off, which might put Pete in danger and spoil the whole mission. That would
wreck our last hope."

  "Can't we delay the surgical procedure by a day or two?" I interjected.

  "That would be like erecting a billboard on Times Square advertising
the secret mission," Fred replied.

  After a while Sylvia stopped crying. We both packed our bags. Fred
stayed around and organized something for dinner, to give us time for one last
walk together before the sunset.

  The next morning's parting was a sad occasion. Sylvia was half-asleep
still when my time came to leave. We kissed and wished each other well with
a gentle kiss and a smile. I knew that by the time I would be in the air her
surgery would begin. She soon fell asleep again. She didn't have to get up for
another half-hour.

  The weather was clear that day. Luckily I had a seat by a window and
on the side of the aircraft from which I could see the hospital where her
greatest trial was about to begin, probably at the same time that we flew by.
A friend of Sylvia and Tony had volunteered to bring her to the hospital in my
stead and remain there with her. It was a wonderful gesture to do this for
Sylvia and me. Still, I should have been there with her, instead of flying away.
I felt like a traitor. I was leaving her alone in the most critical hour of her life.
I had tears in my eyes when I could no longer see the hospital from the air
that had been visible only for a few minutes. Soon city itself receded into the
background of the world.

  I pressed my face tight against the window to look as far to the rear
as I could, but minutes later there was nothing of the city left in view. All that
I could do was lean back into my seat after that and close my eyes to be with
her. At least in spirit I could be there, I thought. I knew that distance really
isn't an obstacle to thought. In thought we could still touch each other. I
remembered her smile and her kiss of the morning's farewell. "Oh God, take
care of her," I prayed.

  By the time we had reached cruising altitude and the seat belt signs
were turned off, a kind old gentleman beside me asked if my tears were for
someone special whom I had left behind.

  I nodded. "She should have been here with me, or I should have been
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back there with her, waiting in the hospital," I said quietly.

  "Physical space does not separate people," the man replied. "Only
people can do this. They do it in their mind."

  I told him that this didn't seem logical to me, though I sensed it was
true.

  "It is provable," he replied.

  "How?"

  "All right, tell me in which century did Solon of Athens, the great
reformer grow up in? And in what century did the great Confucious begin his
renowned reform teachings in China?"

  I couldn't answer him.

  "They both lived in the sixth and fifth Century BC, respectively," said
the man. "This means that the kind of thinking that brought about the Greek
cultural revolution, which eventually set the stage for the development of
Christianity, was echoed in all essential aspects in far away China in the form
of the famous Confucian ideology. There also exists a close similarity between
the Confucian and the Christian perception of the worth of the individual
human being, so much so that one would suspect collaboration. But this
couldn't have happened. The two regions of the world had been essentially
isolated from one-another at the time."

  He asked, "Was that a coincidence?"

  I shrugged my shoulders.

  "No, my friend that was not a coincidence," he said, "it couldn't have
been, because the same sort of thing happened again many centuries later
during the next major cultural development period, the period of the Golden
Renaissance. At the exact identical timeframe that the Golden Renaissance
began in Europe, the greatest cultural development period began half way
around the world in the Andes of South America with the development of the
Inca culture. Many of the aspects of civilization that came with the develop-
ment of the Renaissance were found reflected in the development of the Inca
culture, regardless of their separation. The similarities are such that one would
again suspect collaboration between the two cultural developments, had the
areas in which they occurred not existed in total isolation from one-another."

  He pointed out that this happened prior to Columbus discovering
America. "The undeniable coincidence of great cultural developments occurring
simultaneously in geographically isolated regions of the world, and for this to
happen repeatedly, points to the existence of a universal unity that binds all
humanity into one. This unity is barely recognized to exist. Much less is it
understood. It appears to be a dimension of our universe that we are but
faintly aware of, the spiritual dimension. There have been experiences of
spiritual healing reported throughout the ages, amazing experiences that should
not have been possible. They totally defy what we understand about biological
processes and probabilities, but they happened and apparently happened in all
cultures spanning a vast range of time from the ancient shamans to the modern
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Christian Scientists. We found them happening in the hidden jungles of the
world and on the streets of America."

  I agreed with the man that we have barely begun to discover the
human dimension.

  The man suggested that these occurrences were sufficient proof for one
to recognize that separation and isolation are indeed invalid concepts.

  "Are you saying that we, as human beings, are living in a spiritual
universe where distance and isolation in space of time do not apply?" I asked.

  He shook his head. "I look for something higher than that," he said. "I
see us grander than that. In my perception we are completely spiritual beings
coming to light at the present stage in a material form, unfolding in a material
universe, but endowed with a humanity that is totally spiritual. This humanity
is our Soul, the divine Soul. It is also our love, the dive Love. We are bound
to our humanity with the heart of our love with which we uplift ourselves and
one-another and bring light to the world. All this is powered by spiritual Law.
Some call it divine Principle. Ultimately, we are subject only to that which is
the reality of our being, and the higher evidence of that is found in the spiritual
dimension. In that higher dimension of reality we can never be separated or
isolated. In that reality God and man are One in being, and that makes us all
One. This leaves not a single person out. In this truth, there is but one I, or
Us. There is no separation possible where all is One in being. This oneness is
not just a unity in spirit, but is a practical unity, a concrete unity that reflects
the unity of our humanity. Therefore, the infinite intelligence that we call God,
that we all embody in countless ways, is also reflected in the wisdom and the
alertness of the doctors that will treat your friend," said the man. "So, there
is no need to fear," he added. "This truth is then also reflected in your thoughts
as you see your friend endowed with strength and in the care of intelligence.
What you know and understand of this reality, and acknowledge to yourself,
will be reflected in the peace of this hour in which no separation has actually
taken place in truth. If your thoughts are focused on that reality, which I told
you about, then your friend's critical hour will be filled with peace for both of
you. It will be an hour filled with joy, and power."

  "This is an interesting concept," I almost whispered as I pondered his
words. "You said that there is but one I, or Us. In a sense, I think I have
known this for all of my life. I have always been embracing people in thought,
especially women."

  "I know you have," the man answered. "And then again, you haven't.
You had an inkling of the idea. You speak of being especially attracted to
women. This may be from an invalid standpoint. Most people seek to create
unity, even intimacy, without knowing that the unity they seek does already
exist. It exists as a fundamental principle that pertains to us all, which unites
us into a unity in which we are one in being, which unfolds individually in
individual expression. Unfortunately most people do not allow themselves to
see this, and feel this."
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  I could sense that the man was right. I thought of Ushi. I thought of the
unity I had felt with her, and still did. It had existed fully and completely from
the first moment on that we met. I hadn't created it. Nor had she caused it.
It had existed like the air that surrounds us. We had merely discovered it and
had allowed it to unfold, and then had developed the discovery further and
further. It had been the same with Sylvia right from the start, and it had been
the same again with Heather. That unity still existed in thought, even with
Heather who had walked out of my life, and was probably still felt by her
wherever she might be. Whatever had stopped the unfolding of that unity had
nothing to do with anything that is fundamentally true. The unity that we had
discovered had not ceased to exist.

  "But you are also a liar," the man said cautiously at one point. "You said
that you are especially attracted to women. You may have had deep reaching
intimacies with them, but is this special attraction true? My experience tells
me that this cannot be true if there is but one I or Us. This principle is
paramount. You cannot escape from it."

  What he said puzzled me. "Yes, I admit to having had deep intimacies
with several women," I said to prove my point, "but never with men."

  "I don't believe this," said the man. "How can you ignore the very thing
that is happening between us right now? I am not a woman, but we share deep
thoughts. Now tell me, to whom do you go routinely when you seek advice,
or when you need to share your innermost thoughts with someone? Give me
a name?"

  "The name is, Steve," I replied spontaneously.

  "Ah, I rest my case," said the man. "This means that you have been
lying to me, admit it. But more importantly, you have been lying to yourself
and didn't realize it."

  "But how did you know?"

  "You told me yourself."

  "I told you that I was lying to you? How could I have, if I didn't know
it myself ?"

  "I knew that you were speaking a lie when you said that you were
especially attracted to women, because this limitation is not possible. As I
said, the principle that underlies all being is imperative. No one lives contrary
to it, or apart from it. It may be possible that one is not aware of it and
ignores the evidence, but the fact remains that this principle is a real factor
in everyone's life."

  We spoke about a lot of things along this line, especially about things
that are contrary to this principle like so many long-standing myths. He brought
up marriage as an interesting case, because the marriage principle acknowl-
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edges the deeply natural unity that exists between men and women, while at
the same time the established model of it rejects the underlying principle of
universal unity that the model is founded on. "It rejects to a large degree what
it should reflect fully. Thus it became an institution that erects walls and fences
between other men and other women," said the man. "Marriage has become
a paradox," he said, "because the isolation that it imposes against others is
contrary to the fundamental principle of being. This is why we have prostitution
as the 'oldest profession,' and why people have affairs outside the established
model, because the established model doesn't yet reflect reality. People try
to deal with this paradox in the best way they can. They are struggling to be
honest with themselves to the fundamental reality of all being, but too often
the incomplete model stands in the way. In many cases this acknowledgment
is made at a great peril to them people involved when the established
marriage laws, which create the paradox, are violated."

  He made the point that it doesn't really matter what laws are instituted
by society, including the legalized ownership of human beings by one of
another, because these laws cannot overrule the fundamental principle that
there is but one I or Us, that no separation is possible in truth. He said that
the artificial laws can only cause people to lie to themselves when they feel
they must claim ownership rights over other people in order to protect
something, not realizing that what they aim to create for this purpose already
exists naturally in a much richer fashion and on a much wider scale.

  The man said that marriage is an interesting case. "We don't know how
it developed. The practice is very old. It probably predates the pharaohs of
ancient Egypt. It may have evolved in the earliest times from an honest
response to the principle of unity that forever asserts itself, and reasserts
itself. If one adds to this the heightened attraction between men and women
that is a natural component for assuring procreation, a special bond may have
evolved that was built on respect, affection, even love, which became a
commitment to one-another that reflects the principle of unity that was not so
much understood as it was felt. This may have resulted in a natural response
of honoring one-another at the grassroots level."

  He turned to me, "You must realize that unity by itself is an incom-
plete concept. It can only exist as a part of a much larger concept that also
includes generosity, respect, honor, and affection, all of which are kindred
aspects of our humanity. If one takes away any one of these, the rest has no
meaning. The discovery of this fact may have been the original foundation of
the marriage bond, and Egypt may have been the place where it unfolded first,
because Egypt was simply the richest place on Earth at the earliest stages of
civilization. Egypt was rich in food, because of the Nile, so that the people had
time and energy to spare for the development of the mind. This opened the
door to all kinds of scientific discoveries, and also to vast stores of knowledge
in all kinds of fields. The early Egyptians may have been the first to discover
some aspects of the underlying idea that God and man are one in being, that
there is but one I, or Us. Their discoveries along this line might have come
to light in the same manner as an archeologist uncovers the faint outlines of
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a priceless hidden treasure. This usually occurs when the surface dust is
brushed away. The kind of unity that the early Egyptians appear to have
established was evidently rich with life, respect, honor, generosity, and affec-
tion. We find this reflected in their art and in the way they honored their
pharaohs. We can also see evidence of it inscribed into the stones of the great
temples and pyramids that they created."

  Then the man spoke about the ownership rights that circumscribe
marriage today, which were probably instituted for the protection of the gentle
bond that was formed in the face of competition. He suggested that this might
also have been necessary in the early ages when the principle of the natural
universal unity was not sufficiently recognized. Even in Jesus' time that larger
principle was far from being understood. The man beside me suggested that
this might have been the reason for Jesus' comment on marriage, 'suffer it to
be thus now.' He also suggested that Jesus had made it clear that this
compromise has nothing to do with the fundamental principle of unity, and
promised that the compromise would fall away when the reality of one's being
becomes more fully understood.

  "Don't you think the time has come for society as a whole to deal with
this reality more fully?" I asked at one point.

  "People have dealt with this for centuries and have not understood it.
They have only felt it," said the man after a long period of silence. "That is
why prostitution is one of the oldest professions, and why people have affairs.
But they only deal with the superficial aspects of the principle of unity. They
move with some gut feeling instead of the imperative of an understood
principle. Still, this gut feeling moves them powerfully than we want to
acknowledge."

  Moments later the man asked me if I have ever danced the tango. I
said yes. "Then you have been touched by the power of this principle of unity,"
he said, "of which sexual intimacy is a valid expression."

  He explained that the tango has its roots in the immigrant society of
Argentina where men had once outnumbered the women forty-five to one. The
only intimacy that many men could experience was that which they paid for
in the bordellos of Buenos Aires and in other cities. And even there, the
competition was stiff. The man explained that a 'client' was expected to
dance at least three times with a prostitute before the intimacies could begin.
During these dances her client must prove his worthiness. "So you see, even
there," he added, "we have a certain acknowledgment manifested that unity
cannot truly exist without respect, honor, and affection; acknowledging to some
degree that all three are one. In fact, generosity appears to be a part of it too,
and perhaps even a major part."

  "Out of the competition for intimacy with a woman in the bordellos,
for which the tango was developed," he said, "driven by the force of a deeply
underlying principle, the tango emerged as an art form. It became a unique and
sexually enticing style of dancing. It is said that the competition became so
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intense between the men that the men could be seen dancing in the streets,
practicing their steps, often alone or against each other, and everybody knew
what it was for. Apparently there was no shame in it because the whole
process was built around respect, honor, and affection. And yes, I believe
there was a great deal of generosity interwoven into the process."

  He paused a minute, then he added, "this is partly why I couldn't see
any validity in your statement that you are especially attracted to women,
because respect, honor, and affection have nothing to do with any specific
sex."

  He almost laughed. "The point is," said the man a while later, "that one
cannot escape the reality of the underlying principle. One may ignore it,
especially the deeper aspects of it, but one cannot get away from this
principle. I also know that you are ignoring a vitally important element of it
right now," he said to me. "You are lying to yourself about one of the deeper
aspects of this principle."

  We were half way across the Atlantic when he said this.

  I assured him that I did not lie to myself.

  "No, no, I can see it in your face," he said. "You are afraid of death
as a reality. You are afraid that your friend might die in the hospital back
home, and that you will never meet her again. If you believe this, you are lying
against the very truth that you already know by now. If you could understand
the validity of this truth, you would feel its reality as a powerful force in your
life, as powerful as the immigrants in Argentina had felt the underlying unity
between men and women, and had brought this truth to bear in their situation
in whatever manner they could in order to experience it."

  I nodded. I admitted that I was struggling with this fear. In spite of the
fact that Sylvia's operation was not as risky as other procedures are that invade
critical areas, I couldn't help but fear for her life. She was not a strong woman,
physically. This fear had welled up strongly in an ever-recurring wave. Each
time I had fought it back.

  "Death is not a possibility," said the man. "Nothing can break the unity
of God and man that embraces us all. Nothing will ever change this reality,
because it is anchored in Truth. Life is an aspect of Truth. You shouldn't burden
your friend with your fears about dying. You should acknowledge Life as the
reality of your friend's being. No parting can occur that would contravene the
unity of God and man."

  "But people do die all the time," I countered him.

  "Forget about time and space," said the man, "and explore the prin-
ciple of timeless being and the inseparable oneness of God and our humanity
in which there is no parting or separation. This principle is imperative. No
exceptions can occur that would reverse the fundamental principle of the
dimension of spiritual being. People die only in the realm of belief. Even in
the most ancient civilizations, people had gained a certain sense of that,
especially so in Egypt. Except many cultures have failed to realize that the
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oneness of all being that manifests itself as unity built on respect, honor, and
affection, is not bound to time and space. It contains no physical elements by
which it could be limited. People, unfortunately, don't allow themselves to
experience that."

  As I pondered these things, a great peace came over me that came
from knowing that nothing would or could separate Sylvia and me, ever. Only
this peace was quickly replaced with a new fear that suddenly reasserted itself.
I remembered Helen's lateral lattice that represents mankind's universal one-
ness as a vast array of human hearts supporting one-another in times of
individual need. I tried to visualize it as Helen had visualized it during a time
of crisis in a process of helping her friend who had been likewise struggling in
hospital. But I couldn't feel the vitality that Helen had seen and had under-
stood scientifically, and had brought into everyone's being. Suddenly it dawned
on me that Sylvia's operation would likely be already over at this point of our
flight. At this moment I realized that a different fear was nagging me. It was
perhaps that the very fear was nagging me for which I was on the way to
Europe on a mission designed to stop a nuclear war. I told the man why I had
left Sylvia behind.

  "So you are prepared to lie to yourself again about this aspect of our
humanity," the man answered. "There exists no principle that supports a
nuclear war, or any war. Nothing exists that counters the fundamental principle
that God and man are one in being, which unites us all. The fact is, Russia
doesn't want a nuclear war, nor does America, nor does anyone else. This is
the truth. Tell this to your President. This must be the basis of your mission
that you expect nothing to manifest itself that is not founded on this funda-
mental principle of unity. There is no need to start a nuclear war, nor any other
war. When people go on a rampage and say that to kill a Jew or a communist,
is like killing a dog, just like this occurred during Hitler's time, they are not
speaking the truth, they are speaking politically created lies. These lies, alone,
create nuclear war, people don't. These lies have no principle. They are
created by a few beastmen who are dead themselves as human beings, who
have a special objective in mind. This is why it is so important that one always
goes back to the fundamental principle that God and man are one in being,
that there is but one I, or Us, which binds the whole of humanity into one
union across time, space, status, color, creed, sex, and political beliefs, even
commitment to bestiality."

  Something bothered me about the man's response. His perception
seemed profound, but narrowly focused compared to Helen's lateral lattice of
a universally interconnected humanity in which division and isolation of any sort
is inconceivable. I told the man about Helen's concept of the Principle of
Universal Love, a love for our own humanity and all humanity. I told him about
those three elements that Helen recognizes to be represented in this universal
lateral lattice: the elements of peace, joy, and power; with peace being
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manifest by the universal kiss; with joy being manifest by universal economic
development; and with mankind's power being manifest by science.

  The man looked at me perplexed. Then his face lit up. "What you are
talking about is an infinite concept," he replied. "What I have been talking to
you about is a minute kernel of one of the three elements, the element of
power. I have been talking about an aspect that unfolds with scientific devel-
opment in the spiritual domain. Religions divide humanity. Nevertheless, we
are a spiritual species. We are sentient; highly intelligent; we can discover and
understand complex phenomena; we can understand them scientifically; we
can create; write music, poetry, drama; we are creatures of love, joy, honor,
integrity. These are all spiritual qualities. They have no material dimension.
They are uniquely human qualities without an equal in the universe. Being
human qualities, they are subject to development on a scientific basis. How-
ever, these are only the generally acknowledged spiritual qualities of our
humanity. Who can tell what further spiritual qualities and spiritual dimensions
are inherent in our humanity that we are not even aware of as yet? It is absurd
to believe that we have reached the limit of our understanding, even of
ourselves. Science recognizes no inherent limits in human understanding. In a
sense, we have always known that there is more to be discovered and
recognized about our spiritual dimension. The resulting speculation has led to
conjectures that gave rise to all the great religions of the world. Humanity
stands divided by the multiplicity of its conjectures, over which countless wars
have been fought, and more wars might yet be fought. But where lies the truth,
which takes us beyond the conjectures that divide us? Why can't this truth that
we can't yet see, be located and be understood in the domain of science?
Science allows us to search for reality on ever-higher levels of perception as
we develop hypothesis, and prove the hypothesis, and then supersede them.
That's the level from which I have been talking, from a higher level of
scientific development and demonstrable proof. Sometimes it becomes nec-
essary to resort to old terminology to verbalize the advanced concepts.
Therefore, in essence, what I have said to you is correct."

  I must have stared at him in amazement. He suddenly stopped. "You
don't believe me," he said. "I don't blame you. There are but a few people
in the world who talk like I do, and say the things that I say. Scientific
development is not on the agenda anymore, especially if it is pursued for its
own sake. Still, it is a facet of our humanity. Scientific development is not in
vogue today. It is not allowed. It is suppressed whenever possible. And the
same goes for economic development. Development has become a bad word.
We are out to destroy, to steal, and to depopulate. That's what America's
infamous NSSM200 document is all about. You probably heard of it. It states
that America's goal is to destroy the populations of Africa and in other
continents, so that they don't use up their natural resources that America might
need in the future. Therefore they destroy the targeted people's economic
potential. That is what every war of this century has been fought for. The goal
has always been to destroy the development potential of mankind in order to
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protect the power of empires that exist on a foundation of universal weakness
and poverty. That is why America has been set up to eradicate Russia and in
a process that will wipe out both nations together, and if that fails, surely, the
unseen rulers of the world will set up a different game in which Russia,
America, China, and the entire Muslim world will destroy one-another. The
only 'game' that is not being talked about is economic development, much less
global economic development. I can think of no greater joy than to see such
a development happening. But it won't happen. Today's society lives so distant
from this goal that it might as well live on the moon. Society lives at a great
distance from its heart and soul, but that separation too does not reflect the
universal principles of our humanity. Therefore the current trip to hell can be
halted and be reversed."

  "And my friend Helen's concept of the universal kiss, as the element
of our peace?" I asked.

  He just laughed. "Doesn't the universal kiss also extend to your heart?
Kiss your humanity with joy! Those who don't do that will say to you, who
wants peace? They will tell you instead that people really want gold; your gold
if you have any. Stealing is easier than building. That's the way people begin
to think whose kiss does not extend to their humanity. And there are many
that shun the universal kiss. The bimbo-owners want your gold. They give a shit
about your humanity and anyone else's, and why should they? Why should they
care if people have no kiss for themselves, for their own humanity? Sex has
thus become a commercial commodity, like soy beans and pork bellies. At the
social level too, a world devoid of the universal kiss creates windfall profits
for the divorce lawyers."

  He paused. "Universal Love is the great Universal Principle," he re-
peated. "That's the kiss within, the kiss that has been scrapped. There is no
love left for anybody, because people have no kiss for themselves as human
beings. Even the so-called scientists are now fighting each other and they lie
to the public. They also lie to each other. If you want a cause for destroying
humanity, all you have to do is go to the scientists that sold their soul, and
there are many of them, and they will give you what you want for a price.
Years ago, a few concerned scientists started a global conference to talk about
what economic developments might be needed for mankind to survive the
coming Ice Age. Guess what happened. In order to prevent any talk about the
large-scale economic development that would be needed to get the world
ready for the coming Ice Age, a bunch of hired scientists came to the rescue
of the Empire and created the global warming mythology. It's all been paid for
in full by the imperial's moneybags. For a few jingles in their pocket many
traitors who call themselves scientists, have prostituted themselves to serve
the goal of destroying the global economies in a process designed for taking
away 80% of the world's energy fuels. Just wait and see. All of this madness
is already set up to happen. And it will happen if no one chooses to stand up
for the truth. People lie, because they have no kiss for themselves as human
beings. There is no intimacy in this scene of lying and stealing. People live
millions of miles distant from their heart and Soul, and from their humanity.
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That's how the critical choices are now made in modern times as sky castles
are being built. But all the lies in the world can't prevent the Ice Age cycles
from recurring as they have with 'clockwork' precision for the last two million
years according to the internal cycles of the sun. The lies only become
reflected in our response to these cycles. The critical choices that should be
made, that would enable a growing world-population to survive in an Ice Age
environment for the next hundred thousand years, are not being made. That's
the effect of the paid-for lies. The reason is simple. People have been put to
sleep by the potion of greed. Greed takes the joy out of living, but this can
only happen when there is no kiss. Greed darkens the Earth. It is the ultimate
killer of humanity. It is the most potent killer that has ever been invented. And
the only power that stands against it, as far as I can tell, is the power of what
you call the universal kiss, when people resort to it as a universal principle -
the kiss that they extend to themselves and to one-another as a matter of
principle."

  The man repeated, "The Principle of the Universal Kiss is the Principle
of Universal Love." But he spoke in a tone of mockery this time. "People will
hate you for saying that," he said. "You are challenging their illusions which they
cling to with a passion. You are challenging them with the truth that they don't
want to know and have been carefully taught to reject. In the dark world of
their educated ignorance the world of the lateral lattice that your friend saw
and experienced in operation, is deemed to be a dream of an irrational mind
that they will scoff at you for, even while it presents the reality of their being.
I predict that people will sooner shoot each other dead before this advanced
concept will be put onto the agenda, even marginally. The most powerful
people in the world, past and present, have devoted their life to assure that
the Treaty of Westphalia, which once put the Principle of Universal Love on
the map to some degree in the form of the Principle of the Advantage of the
Other, which are both reflected in the universal kiss, will be eradicated so
thoroughly that people will never know that these principles existed in history."

  The man became quiet after this. "As for myself," he said, "I find your
concept of the lateral lattice absolutely accurate and beautifully stated. It is
the best definition for universal love that I have ever come across, with
elements of peace, joy, and power. I love the concept of peace as the
outcome of the universal kiss. It's brilliant! But will we see it translated into
reality in our lifetime? No, I can't see how this is possible," said the man. "I
know, the unity of humanity is intact, but who will embrace it and go many
steps further than just embracing it?"

  "Then you are saying that we will not survive," I said to him. "Without
love on the horizon, we have no hope. When the Anglo-Venetian-American
Empire financed Hitler into power it created a mess that took the entire world
six years to clean up. When the Empire took its next step and urged the
construction of the atomic bomb as a terror weapon for forcing all nations into
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compliance, it created another mess that the entire world has not been able
to clean up in fifty years, and won't be able to clean up without the Principle
of Universal Love and the universal kiss. Of course, if those bombs go off
before this mess is cleaned up, the resulting 'fire-storm' will likely create a
level of destruction that may take hundreds of thousands of years to over-
come. Now tell me again that you believe that there is nothing that can be
done. In this case I have to tell you that you are mistaken. We will fight for
our humanity, and for all humanity. My friends and a few others, we will fight.
Whether we will likely win or loose doesn't change anything today. We will
fight. We will fight for the love of our humanity. We will not betray this love.
Will you join us?"

  I told him about our nudist beach project that we were working on. I
told him that I had put up $93,000 to recreate the mental environment of an
embrace of our humanity that is as full and profound as the embrace of the
truth would be if the proverbial tree of false knowledge had never come into
play.

  He nodded. "We all have to get to this stage," he said. "The process
is similar to peeling an onion. It is the highest form of society's self-education.
You peel away the false concepts and the lies that have been built up over
the centuries around us. Whenever this happens, even to some degree, a new
renaissance begins. We have seen this again and again. Then the renaissance
becomes again smothered with lies, but the lies become peeled away again
and another renaissance begins. One day the lies will become discredited
before they accumulate and cause the horrific destruction that they always
cause. But how close we are to this final point with the feeble footsteps that
are being taken, no one can tell. I wish that I could promise you a victory. But
then, if I did make this promise you would stop fighting, wouldn't you?"

  The man never said how far we had already advanced towards reaching
this vital goal. By the time I had brought the subject up we had arrived in
Frankfurt.

  As soon as I got off the plane everything that the man had said became
confirmed. I telephoned Tony, who had stayed with Sylvia in the hospital. He
confirmed that Sylvia was fine and was recovering in post-op. He said that she
would be back home before I would be back myself.

  As I also found out later that day, Steve's answer, too, reflected what
the man had said. Steve told me that the Soviets were not eager to start a war
at this stage. He had heard this from several of his contacts in official channels.
He said that neither did the Soviet's believe that this partial collapse of the
West's financial system could be regarded as a sign that the West itself was
about to collapse. Steve said that he had made those inquires in anticipating
what my visit would be required for. Thus he was absolutely certain, from what
he had heard, that the Cold War stalemate would drag on in the same fashion
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as it had for all those years already. Steve assured me that this was also the
way he saw things personally. Steve even insisted that I should have seen that
too.
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Postscript for the novel

 Science fiction is often used as a tool to explore a possible future.
Science fiction can also be used to explore in metaphor certain fundamental
principles that are normally obscured by conventions and myths or for political
objectives. In addition, the writing of fiction can be interwoven with aspects
of the real world in such a manner that a number of fictional elements appear
real, while real elements appear fictional as this happens so often in life. All
of these elements have been utilized in this novel.

 In Chapter 1, Wreck Beach University, the point is explored that war
is fundamentally a human-relationships problem, rather than a technological
problem. Therefore it cannot be resolved as a technological issue. In fact, any
attempt to address technologically what is not a technological problem covers
up the real issue. This covering-up process is metaphorically countered in the
novel in a nudist beach story.

 In Chapter 2 and 3, Emergency Mission and Unity, a surreal sense of
social unity is brought to light that appears totally fictional, but represents
nevertheless some profound elements of truth. Some of these elements were
put on the table by America's spiritual pioneer of the 19th and 20th Century,
Mary Baker Eddy with her discovery of the divine Principle of scientific mental
healing.

 In Chapter 4, The Incompetence of the King, the focus is put on the
question of democracy, but not in the way that democracy is commonly
understood. It comes to light as something far greater than a process of
counting votes and running an elected government. It is understood as a
process of taking responsibility in an active manner by society itself, for itself.
The end-result is that society IS the real king and needs to regard itself in that
manner, and the elected President or leader must therefore be regarded as a
servant in office by design. This essential concept of democracy appears to
have become rather fictional in our time. But why should it be that?

 In Chapter 5 and 6, Our Seashore Paradise and Shadow in the Night,
a nuclear cruise missile is launched against the USA. The story is complete
fiction of course. In the story the nation is ultimately saved by the effort of
two 'little' people who took responsibility to protect the nation. They stepped
across all the established barriers and did what was necessary in the moment
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of this crisis to save the country. Acts such as these appears rather fictional.
Society is no longer thinking in terms of taking responsibility for the general
welfare of itself as a nation, much less of humanity as a whole. People have
become too wrapped up in little issues and blind to the processes that its
existence depends on. When a crisis erupts they simply protest. But in a ten
minute nuclear war that convention breaks down. While the story and its
heroism is fictional, the danger isn't that mankind has created for itself by
refusing to take the responsibility to live profoundly as human beings.

 In Chapter 7, Unto the Top of the World, the question of strategic
defense is explored. In this case the focus is on America's (by now) long-
forgotten SDI program. The question is asked whether a missile defense
system is invariably a provocation, or whether it can actually save mankind if
it is developed cooperatively by all nations, thereby creating a platform for
unity and universal cooperative development? How often has a country's
leadership provoked its nation into war under the guise of defending it? That
never happens. That's fiction, right? No it isn't. And neither is it fiction that
America once had invited the world, especially the Soviet Union, to coopera-
tively develop a global Strategic Defense Initiative based on new physical
principles. The goal was to protect all mankind from the 65,000 nuclear bombs
it had created to eradicate one-another. It is also a historic fact that the
Soviets refused. Evidence exists that the Soviets even demanded that the
author of the strategic defense proposal be imprisoned, who was promptly
incarcerated for five years on contrived charges. His name is Lyndon H.
LaRouche Jr., America's most widely known and globally respected economist.
He had warned the Soviets that if they continued their own strategic defense
in isolation, the economic burden would burn out their economy in five years.
The Soviet Union collapsed in six years. Looking back today, this part of
history still looks like a saga of pure fiction, as do many associated elements
of this part of history.

 In Chapter 8, The Shockwave Effect, the recognition dawns that the
world is presently in a historic boundary zone moving towards momentous
changes in our world in which nearly all of the present standards are doomed
to become irrelevant unless measure are taken to actively redirect society's
path ahead. Some early shockwaves are already developing. This corresponds
with the rarely known phenomenon in fluid dynamics where the shockwave that
results from supersonic flight begins to develop already in the boundary zone
before the sound barrier is actually broken. This boundary zone phenomenon
may appear like science fiction, while it is quite real. On October 6, 1997, a
jet vehicle, the famous "ThrustSSC" was photographed by Richard Meredith-
Hardy at the Black Rock Dessert, Nevada, travelling at approximately Mach
0.95 with a powerful sonic shockwave effect being clearly visible. (See: http:/
/www.flymicro.com/photolib/) Eleven days later the vehicle did break the
sound barrier at 1223.657 kmph. (See: http://www.andrewgraves.biz/ssc_stuff/
SSC_pics.htm) The point is that a lot of phenomena already begin to be felt
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in the boundary zone in many respects, economically, politically, socially,
ideologically, and meterologically.

 In Chapter 9, Glass Sculptures, the focus is on what kind of world we
can create for ourselves when love becomes developed rather than rejected,
a process which determines our future. While some leaders dream to be
reborn as a deadly virus to eliminate 'overpopulation' and other people
proclaim that the human journey isn't anything special, the reality is that it has
the potential to be a light more sparkling than the stars. And after all, that's
all we've got. However, is the potential for its further development fictional,
or is it real though largely unrealized? Perhaps it depends on how we develop
the human journey from the root of its key element, the Principle of Universal
Love.

 In Chapter 10, The Venice Project, the cover story is about scrapping
America's SDI program, while the real story behind the scene is much more
far-reaching. An Ice Age Renaissance proposal for the strategic defense of all
mankind is presented as a platform for defending mankind against the poten-
tially devastating influence of the return of the next Ice Age. This larger
project is fictional, of course. Such a proposal has never been officially put
forward anywhere at any time. Actually the scientific background for such a
proposal in the story didn't exist in the mid-1980s, the timeframe of the story.
Consequently the actual timeline of the unfolding scientific awareness has
been ignored in order fit today's advanced perceptions into the story, so that
the story reflects the leading edge perception of our modern time. The names
of the scientists that are mentioned in the Ice Age related part of the story
are real.

 (See: 21st Century Science and Technology Magazine, Fall 2005, p.4 - see:
http://21stcenturysciencetech.com/Articles%202005/NoGlobalWarm.pdf - and
Winter 2003/4 p.52 - see: http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com/Arti-
cles%202004/Winter2003-4/global_warming.pdf - Also note the statement writ-
ten for the US Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
March 2004 by Prof. Zbigniew Jaworowski Chairman, Scientific Council of
Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection Warsaw, Poland; see: http://
www.john-daly.com/zjiceco2.htm )

 In Chapter 11, Perfidious Albion, the nature of conspiracies is ex-
plored in a surreal fashion by drawing on the numerous conspiracy theories that
fill the 'airwaves' often without a shred of proof, which nevertheless fit the
pattern of the imperial conspiracies that came out the background of the old
Venetian Empire. The 'art' of deep-reaching multilevel conspiracies has been
the backbone of every empire ever since. Empires are built and held together
by conspiracies. What then separates reality and fiction in this world? I don't
think anybody really knows. In the story, the names are all fictional, and the
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dimension has been kept somewhat surreal. One common name, that of
Palmerston, was chosen for the main character, a name that also links back to
the early days of the British Empire, the largest empire of modern time. The
term, Perfidious Albion, however is not from the realm of fiction, and so is
the comparison of empires with tectonic plates. Both concepts were presented
to journalists in Germany in the 1990s around the time of the East Timor crisis.

 In Chapter 12 and 13, Lord of Darkness and Lord of the Rings, the true
meaning of weapons of mass destruction is explored against the background of
Tolkien's saga, The Lord of the Rings. Tolkien is a master in linguistics and
metaphors, exposing elements that hide the truth, like the truth that the atom
bomb was coveted as a terror weapon long before it became a reality and
remains a terror weapon to the present day. We had 65,000 such terror
weapons in the world in the mid 1980s, of which we have 20-40,000 left in
various forms, while new ones are still being built including new mini nukes that
are ideal for terrorist purposes. If it wasn't for the secret love affair by the
imperial world with terrorism, we would likely have disabled all of the nuclear
bombs by now, including the 'daisy cutters,' as the latest weapons of mass
destruction are called. From a physical standpoint it wouldn't take long to
create a nuclear-weapons-fee world. All the nukes in the world can be disabled
in a week if society decides to value its humanity. We know where they are
located, and the task to disable them isn't that difficult.

 The tern "Daisy Cutter" that is used in the story is actually the code
name of the modern fuel-air bomb, a conventional weapon of mass destruc-
tion. It vaporizes volatile fuel over a large area and then ignites it, causing a
hyper-pressure envelope that forces a person's lungs out through the mouth,
and in lesser cases suffocate the victims as it burns the oxygen out of the air.
The "Daisy Cutters" were reportedly used in Afghanistan against unwanted
terrorists. Notwithstanding this, terrorism is hailed in principle. It has been said
that "one man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter." The statement
comes from London to answer why London had been the headquarters of over
30 international terrorist organizations during the Soviet era. Here reality and
fiction intermingle while the real world supercedes in horror what would be
acceptable as credible fiction. The danger finally becomes complete when our
love for our humanity, that should be profoundly real, falls itself into the realm
of fiction.

 In Chapter 14, Drilling Holes into Sophistry, we look at the fiction
of lies that have blacked history, that have dragged the world into the sewer
and endangered the future of humanity. We find the sphere of sophistry a
captivating 'prison,' often by our own consent and free will. Here too, fiction
and fact appear to be reversed as society becomes strangled in its box that
it finds no exit from, except through love, which it denies as an option. The
challenge becomes raised that society rebuilds its humanity by, for starters,
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eradicating homelessness and slum living with a million new houses provided
for free, whereby the whole of society would come out richer. While such a
project could be easily accomplished in the USA with the available financial,
technological, and material resources, society chooses to deny itself that
potential and remains being mired in inhumanity, contend in poverty and
smallness. In this area fact and fiction are revered in a surreal manner by
which the present world should be deemed fictional, because it denies the
actual dimension of our humanity.

 In Chapter 15, Clothed with the Sun, the focus is on the 'Royal Dance'
in acknowledging the native value of our humanity. The 'Royal Dance' is a
dance carried in metaphor by dancers in their native attire, being "clothed with
the sun" as seen by John in the biblical book of Revelation. Here, the surreal
element is the truth. But should it remain surreal?

 In Chapter 16, The Supreme Being, we find a contest being staged
between the unyielding rigidity of old religiosity (The Man of The Cloth), and
the irrationality of modern religious fundamentalism unfolding from imperial
cultural warfare. We find both standing in contrast with an awakening daring in
society to look at the naked reality of our humanity. The stage becomes in
metaphor a civil hearing for an application for a nudist beach project, but in
real terms it becomes an exploration of who we really are as human beings.

 In Chapter 17, Resurrecting Carmen, the focus is on the dimension of
the Principle of Universal Love. This principle has also been threaded through
all of the other chapters. In its final chapter the question is asked, how can
we rescue Carmen? Carmen is the woman of Spain, in George Bizet's opera
by the same name. She stands for universal freedom, but is killed by her lover
who wants to 'privatize' her love. The tragedy of Carmen stands in metaphor
for the tragedy of the American nation that established her freedom from
imperialism as a Federal Credit Society, but which surrendered that freedom
and with it her life-force as a nation at Christmastime in 1913. After a 138-year
imperial war America became indeed privatized. It's currency and credit
creation was placed into the hands of private imperial central banks operating
for profit instead of for the development and the welfare of the nation.
America had become an Imperial Monetarist Society. A dozen years after its
historic defeat, America, the once most powerful nation on the planet was
'dying.' With its stock market crashed and its economy collapsed, the greatest
depression in its history literally 'consumed' the nation. After a brief FDR
holiday between 1933 to 1945, America is sliding back once more into the
same condition.

 In order to rescue Carmen in both spheres, it seems to be necessary
to rewrite history. When seen from the standpoint of the Principle of Universal
Love, America lost World War I on the 23rd of December 1913, and lost it for
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the whole world. It lost the war against empire that it started on July 4th 1776
when it claimed its independence from the Britain emporium with generous
logistical, financial, and ideological support from many parts of the world.
America had started a world war against empire. It was fighting for a New
World for itself and for all people around the planet. But it lost the battle after
standing its ground for 138 years. By acknowledging this profound defeat as an
element of history, society may yet rouse itself to a higher perception of self-
worth than is presently prevailing. Thus it may yet rescue itself from the
looming tragedies of an already unfolding global economic collapse and from
the not too distant return of the Ice Age that nobody cares to acknowledge.

 The final question therefore is this: Does the Principle of Universal Love
really belong into the land of fiction, where it is barely located even now? Or
does it belong into the real world? Every thread of every calamity in the real
world seems to converge at its root at the denial of this principle. Perhaps this
may also be the reason why the Principle of Universal Love appears to be the
most difficult element of civilization to come to terms with. The German poet
Friedrich Schiller lamented a long time ago that the great moments in history
all too often found society a small people. That still holds true, tragically so.
Perhaps it is here where the breakout needs to begin, a breakout into winning
our humanity back instead of loosing it further and further. Let's forget there-
fore about aiming for Victory, and focus on winning. Who needs to be
victorious over another when we always loose along the way to victory? On the
path to recognizing the Principle of Universal Love the concept of victory will
surely fall by the wayside. It will be recognized some day that it is enough to
win the greatest price, which is our humanity and our love for one-another.
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